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The inevitable death of Jordan's King Hussein and the less inevitable change in the line of succession from Crown Prince Hassan to Crown Prince Abdullah has fostered intense speculation on the future of Jordan and its new King. The ageless features of death and succession should significantly inform this speculation.

History suggests that valid predictions rarely can be made as the son succeeds the father. A strong and beloved leader—and even King Hussein was not perceived as strong and beloved by all—may be followed by any and all of the combinations of strength and weakness, love and hate. Yes, the child may be father to the man, but the father may be the man that the child aspires to be, ignores, discounts, rejects, or rebels against. And which fathers may that be? The father, King Hussein? The great-grandfather, King Abdullah I? In the case of the Hashemite lineage, Mohammed the Prophet? Do fathers lie elsewhere among contemporary and past leaders of a socially constructed Arabic or Islamic nation? Or even beyond to contemporary and past leaders from other nations as well as various national mythologies? Do the increasing sophistication and availability of telecommunications and transport suggest that fathers may as likely or more likely be from beyond the bonds of blood?

Even if such questions can be satisfactorily answered, one would still be faced with the wild cards of fate and luck: the global, regional, and local disruptions of political and economic correlations; the attempts at coups and assassinations—the latter successful in his great-grandfather's case; the threats of health—even the schizophrenia of his grandfather King Talal that rendered the latter unfit to rule; the strange and unpredictable forces that an assumed role may engender within the personality—in this case, including the swift role changes from major general to Crown Prince to King; the roles of women—the wife, the stepmother, and others still to be named—that are often less alluded to but more significant than assumed.